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Paradise Group has created a beautiful and 
extensive patchwork of nearly 3,000 artworks and 
diverse entertainment attractions over an area 
equivalent to 46 soccer fields in Yeongjong Island, 
Incheon. It is Northeast Asia’s first global resort 
complex conceived to bring innovative fun.
Paradise City — destination for new entertainment.

Paradise City caters to the tastes of visitors  
from all over the world. Staying at the exceptional 
five-star Paradise Hotel & Resort or the unique 
luxury boutique hotel, Art Paradiso, promises to be 
in itself a sublime artistic experience through 
relaxation.



Blending European flair with traditional 
Korean Jjimjil culture, Spa Cimer offers a distinct 
healing experience, and Wonderbox, a family theme 
park filled with thrills and joy, invokes unforgettable 
childhood memories. Visitors can dance to the latest 
tunes from diverse music genres at Club Chroma 
and revel in exhilarating games at Paradise Casino.



Cultural and artistic inspiration fills every part of one’s 
trip at Plazaand Culture Park, where festivals abound 
throughout the year, and at Paradise Art Space, where 
mesmerizing art exhibitions take place. 



Paradise City’s numerous open plazas link 
diverse spaces and bring visitors together for joyful 
rapport and interactions. From the artworks in  
guestrooms to architecture, all artistic elements  are 
created by incredible artists, making Paradise City 
itself a grand work of art. Feel the unparalleled 
cultural energy at Paradise City.



Paradise Group’s “patchwork” concept is 
about creating greater value and providing creative 
inspiration by bringing different elements  together. 
This theme resonates in the formidable  experience 
that Paradise City strives to offer to every visitor.

The special place of your dreams, Paradise 
City. Enrich every moment into art at Paradise City.
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PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT  
ART PARADISO

True relaxation helps to breakaway from the hustle

and bustle of urban life and regain a steady paceand

balance in daily life.
Precious moments filled with joy and laughter at
Paradise City will infuse life with a completely new type
of energy.



ONE OF A KIND ARTISTIC LUXURYHOTEL

The contemporary luxury hotel offers exceptional resort-like  
guest rooms, fine dining restaurants, and elegant facilities
that include club lounge, spa, and swimming pool.



GOLDEN LEGEND, DAMIEN HIRST



Paradise Hotel & Resort offers relaxation as
well as artistic inspiration through its finest 
interior decor, world-class facilities, and 
interspersed artworks from diverse genres.

PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT



GREAT GIGANTIC PUMPKIN, YAYOI KUSAMA



PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT NEW YEAR EVENT



LOBBY



Indulge the feeling of being swept away to
a distant holiday destination, surrounded by
the exotic colors and atmosphere of luxurious,  
private spaces.

POOL VILLA



POOL VILLA

ROOMS

Spacious deluxe rooms offer elegant
interior, diverse suite rooms appeal to  
different tastes, and the luxurious 
pool villas guarantee utmost privacy
at your disposition.



Relax and enjoy the myriad of activities at the
swimming pool, Kids Zone, and other facilities.

PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT



Diverse amenity facilities, including an  
outdoor swimming pool with exotic
landscape and romantic atmosphere,  
Kids Zone for infants and children,
and Safari Park with PlayStations and  
pocket ball tables, are available at the  
hotel.

OUTDOOR POOL

FACILITIES



PLAYSTATION ZONE



SAFARI PARK



RUBIK

From a trendy bar with exciting performances  
to restaurants that grab every visitor’s  
attention, plenty of fun options are available  
under one roof.



Discover Korea’s best buffet restaurant  
or revel in delectable dishes from
top chefs at the Chinese, Japanese,
and Italian fine-dining restaurants in
Paradise Hotel & Resort. Variety of live  
performances can be enjoyed at Rubik,  
the live music lounge, and Lounge
Paradise.

ON THE PLATE

DINING & BAR



LA SCALA



IMPERIAL TREASURE



RAKU



RUBIK



LOUNGE PARADISE



Paradise Hotel & Resort features 711 guest 
rooms that provide stylish relaxation, various 
delectable options, including a buffet, fine-
dining restaurants offering gourmet feasts, 2 
lounge bars, and other great amenities like 
indoor and outdoor swimming pools with exotic 
landscapes.



Enjoy leisurely relaxation, gourmet dishes from the East and West, and a varietyof  
amenity facilities in a contemporary 5-star hotel.

MORE INFORMATION

Deluxe  
Room

La Scala Garden  
Café

Safari Park

Suite
Room

Raku Outdoor
Pool

Kids Zone

Pool Villa Imperial  
Treasure

Indoor  
Pool

The Spa at  
Paradise

Club
Lounge

Rubik Sauna Paradise  
Boutique

On The
Plate

Lounge
Paradise

Fitness Flower  
Shop



LUXURY BOUTIQUE HOTEL FULL OF PERSONALITY

Art Paradiso is a European concept boutique hotel with 58
suite rooms that offer freedom, joy, and artistic inspiration.



ART PARADISO



ROYAL SUITE

The all-suites Art Paradiso tastefully combine 
luxurious ambiance and modern taste.



The trendy and youthful Duplex Suites
span over two floors, while Junior Suites 
and Royal Suites represent the 
epitome of glamour and functionality.
All suites are for adults to ensure 
peaceful relaxation.

ROYAL SUITE

ROOMS



DUPLEX SUITE



JUNIOR SUITE



DELUXE SUITE



SERASÉ

Experience unique 
and alluring dishes 
in a dining space that 
proposes new trends 
For Korean cuisine.



Savor bold and creative Korean 
epicurean delights at SERASÉ and 
explore unique European dishes fused 
with Korean ingredients at 
Lounge & Bar SERASÉ.

Lounge & Bar SERASÉ

DINING



PANACHE

Relax and socialize in an intimate and 
glamorous setting while basking the liberating 
senses of Art Paradiso.



Panache is a luxurious and intimate
space specially designed for VIPs that
can also be used as meeting rooms.
Experience genuine healing with loved
ones at the Private Spa.

PRIVATE SPA

FACILITIES



Art Paradiso is a first-of-its-kind luxury boutique
hotel in Korea where all 58 rooms are suites,
designed in 4 styles.

Suites offer party supplies for private 
gatherings, customized premium services for 
VIPs, as well as creative dining at its 
contemporary restaurant. It is truly a 
remarkable boutique hotel for guests to 
embark on a journey of their dreams.



Art Paradiso is a gathering place awash with free European spirit and trendy vibes
that is sure to attract the most creative and forward-thinking crowd.

MORE INFORMATION

Duplex 
Suite

SERASÉ Private 
Spa

Junior 
Suite

Lounge & 
Bar SERASÉ

GYM
@HOME

Deluxe 
Suite

Panache

Royal 
Suite



CIMER

CHROMA

WONDERBOX

PLAZA

CASINO

Imagine all the fun in one place.

From the romance of an infinity pool to the

thrills of attractions, the fever of clubbing, the

euphoria of gaming, and the joy of shopping-endless

options await at Paradise City.



ENCHANTING SPA WITH BOTH EUROPEAN AND KOREAN FLAIR

K-style destination spa, where Korean Jjimjil culture meets
with European flair, features extensive convenience facilities 
for profound healing experience.



CIMER



WATER PLAZA

Cimer offers sublime relaxation for the mind 
and body with different
attractions during day and night.



Enjoy multiple swimming facilities and
dynamic LED media art at the Aqua Spa
Zone, inspired by Piazza San Marco in
Italy.

AQUA SPA ZONE

WATER PLAZA



INDOOR INFINITY POOL



CABANA



OUTDOOR POOL



INFINITY POOL EAST & WEST



AQUA LOOP & TORNADO SLIDE



CIMER POOL PARTY



VIRTUAL SPA



Relax in the Amethyst, Charcoal, and Salt Rooms 
and experience the magic of unique Korean 
Jjimjil therapies.

WAVE DREAM



Rejuvenate your body and mind 
through a traditional Korean Jjimjil
regimen and detox programs, 
including Hot Shots and other
treatments.

CHARCOAL ROOM

JJIMJIL SPA ZONE



AMETHYST ROOM



From modern Korean cuisine that has
captivated world’s attention to fresh fruit
juices and cocktails by the bar, indulge in
a wealth of food and beverage choices
that promote health and well-being.

THE RESTAURANT

DINING & BAR



JUICE BAR 2X



FOOD PLAZA



INFINITY BAR 8



Cimer is an innovative healing space that
integrates Korean Jjimjil spa facilities with an
indoor water plaza designed after Piazza San
Marco in Italy.

From unique spa features, such as a European-
style cave spa, to a rooftop infinity pool offering
beautiful sunsets and an extensive fitness
program that includes virtual group exercise
programs and other activities, all types of fun 
and relaxing activities can be found here.



Cimer is a new level of spa, spanning over 4 levels with 13,223 of
indoor and outdoor space that accommodates 2,000 people. It is the 
one and only K-style destination spa where healing and partying coexist.

MORE INFORMATION

Water 
Plaza

Aqua Club Food Plaza

Virtual Spa Indoor
Infinity
Pool

Sports Bar 
X

Outdoor
Pool

Infinity
Pool

Infinity Bar 
8

Cave Spa Aqualoop
& Tornado 
Slide



MORE INFORMATION

Relax Room Charcoal
Room

Ice Room

The
Restaurant

Community 
Room

Salt Room

Bulgama Juice Bar
2X

Wave
Dream

Hinoki
Room

Foot Spa Snack Bar 
24

Amethyst 
Room

Elvan
Stone
Bulgama

Fitness
Room



THE ULTIMATE DESTINATION CLUB

Chroma is a true nighttime destination conceived by designer 
Josh Held and world famous architectural firm, MVRDV, where 
clubbers can dance the night away to the hottest tunes.



CHROMA



ENTRANCE



Accommodating up to 3,000 guests, Chroma not 
only stages as the hot club scene for top notch 
DJs to perform, but also as the ultimate event 
space for classical music, shows, and other 
entertainment.

1ST STAGE



Chroma’s main stage, 1st Stage, tunes
EDM, while the sub-stage, 2nd Stage,
features other music genres, such as
house, techno, and hip-hop.

1ST STAGE

1ST STAGE & 2ND STAGE



VIP ZONE: SKY BOX



VIP ZONE: BAR



CHROMA DJ PARTY



BEACH CLUB



Fun at Chroma has no limits. With Music Lounge 
on the 1st floor, 1st Stage and 2nd Stage on the 
2nd floor, VIP zone on the 3rd floor, and Beach 
Club — where pool parties are held year-round 
— on the 4th floor, 3,000 people can throw a 
mega party all at once.



Go clubbing to the tunes of diverse music genres including trance and
house in an artistic space created by the world-renowned club designer
and architectural firm.

MORE INFORMATION

Music
Lounge

1st Stage 
&
2nd Stage

VIP Zone Beach Club



MAGICAL THEME PARK FILLED WITH THRILLS AND JOY

Wonderbox is a surreal, family entertainment theme park 
built around the concept of a night time amusement park 
It combines traditional attractions together with art, 
technolo gy and amazing performances.



WONDERBOX



Luna Carnival is a unique show that
takes place around the giant tree,
where the boundary between performers
and the audience do not exist.

WONDERBOX



Enjoy the interactive Luna Carnival 
Performance in a space where 
wondrous decor, artistic installations,
and innovative media art come 
together.

WONDERBOX LUNA CARNIVAL

PERFORMANCE



WONDERBOX



The thrill of Megamix’s 360-degree spins can 
only be experienced at Wonderbox.

MEGAMIX



Diverse carnival games and 10 
attractions, including the classic 
merry-go-round, ferris wheel and Korea’s 
first Megamix that rotates 360 degrees, 
offer enjoyment for the whole family.

MAGIC BIKE

ATTRACTIONS



BALLOON BUST



Designed under the concept of a night-time
amusement park, Wonderbox is a mysterious
and wondrous entertainment space that excites
curiosity of children and brings out the 
innocence and nostalgia of childhood in adults.

Experience the diverse attractions, such as the
merry-go-round and ferris wheel, interactive
performances, carnival games, Chocolate Street,
Candy Street, and media art.



Wonderbox is a family entertainment theme park where amazing
media art, numerous attractions and fantastic festivals present excitement
and unforgettable memories to the entire family.

MORE INFORMATION

Ferris
Wheel

Sky Trail Carousel Gift Trolley

Bumper 
Car

Happy
Swing

Giant Slide Candy
Trolley

Tea Cup Magic Bike Wonder
Food Truck

Dessert 
Truck

Jumpin’ 
Star

Mega Mix Chocolate 
Street



EVENT-FILLED INDOOR SHOPPING AGORA

Plaza, the hub of Paradise City, is an event-filled shopping 
arcade and a source of trendy lifestyle that is filled with
restaurants, cafes, select shops, and a duty-free shop



ONE, MYEONG-BEOM KIM



PLAZA



Artworks by world-renowned artists
from different periods and genres add 
artistic inspiration to relaxation and play 
at Plaza.

ONE, MYEONG-BEOM KIM



TOGETHER, KAWS



Plaza holds diverse seasonal events
and performances that welcome audience
participation and interaction.

CHRISTMAS MARKET



Such events exemplify Paradise
City’s core philosophy of bringing art,
culture and play into one.

NEW YEAR EVENT



CHANDELIER TREE



#PART is a select shop that presents luxurious 
and trendy lifestyle that span across key aspects 
of life, including fashion, accessories, living, and 
cosmetics.

#PART



#PART



Plaza is an agora-style retail shopping and 
events space inspired by Piazza della Signoria in 
Florence, Italy. As the hub of Paradise City, the 
space features number of shops, restaurants, 
cafes and resting areas. Guests can enjoy all the 
offerings all-year-Round in this indoor agora.



Experience the true essence of K-style as soon as you arrive at
Paradise City via Incheon Airport Maglev Train ride.

MORE INFORMATION

#PART Born&Bred TWG Tea

D.Throne Radio Bay Jingawa Paul
Bassett

Joanne
Teddy 
Bear

Paulie’s
Pizza

Pro Sam-
gyetang

Sun.
Wind.
Time

Caliphash

Bonpi
yang

Pro
Ganjang
Gejang

Premium
Food Court

Gojunghyun
Hair

Forsythe
Nail

The 
Hanoi

CU
Conveni-
ence Store

Obaltan



PREMIUM CASINO FOR THE ELITE

The sophisticated premium casino offers 448 cutting-edge
game facilities and meticulous service by professional dealers.



MOVING GATE, MIOON



GOLD CAROUSEL, MIOON



Paradise Casino is the largest premium casino in 
Korea serving foreign visitors with 
high-quality service, fair game management,
and cutting-edge systems.

SKY CASINO



Personalized service and special 
assistance from a professional dealer is
provided for the comfort of beginners.
Casino also offers exclusive entrance,
space, lounge and entertainment bar
for VIPs to ensure privacy.

PARADISE CASINO

FACILITIES



DIAMOND LOUNGE



VIP ROOM



Enjoy refined interior, 
elegant service and 
top quality dining selection
all at once.

BAR 21



The main restaurant offers ample food
selection while the casino’s 
Entertainment bar adds dynamism to 
the gaming experience.

THE EMPEROR

DINING & BAR



CAFÉ 9



Paradise Casino is Korea’s largest premium 
casino that caters to foreign visitors with 448 
cutting-edge gaming facilities, including game 
tables and slot machines.

Paradise Group’s casino management 
experience, accumulated over the course of half 
a century, ensures professional and refined 
service. VIPs can enjoy more private services at 
the exclusive game room, lounge and 
restaurant.



Indulging in a stimulating game during a relaxing stay is an exciting
experience. Paradise Casino offers visitors high-quality and sophisticated fun.

MORE INFORMATION

High Limit 
Zone

Sky Casino The
Emperor

Café 9

VIP Rooms Diamond
Lounge

Bar 21



CONVENTION

STUDIO PARADISE

CULTURE PARK

Life becomes more rich and beautiful when people come 

together and connect through joyful experiences. 

Paradise City sets the stage for memories, stories, culture 

and art to come together and create magical connections

throughout the day.



LEADING HOTEL CONVENTION FOR ALL EVENTS

Paradise City boasts the largest convention facility found 
in a 5 star hotel in Korea. Venue is ideal for international
conferences, corporate occasions, award ceremonies,
weddings, and other events.



PARADISE PROUST, ALESSANDRO MENDINI



GRAND BALLROOM



PARADISE HOTEL & RESORT WEDDING



Emerald

Meeting 
Room

Pyebaek
Room

Bridal
Room

Grand
Ballroom

Sapphire

Located 15-minute walk
and 5-minute train ride
from Incheon International
Airport, Paradise Convention
is easily approachable by
international participants
for global conferences and
events. Various banquet
halls accommodating up to
1,600 guests are equipped
for a successful event.



CONTEMPORARY MULTIPURPOSE STUDIO FOR CONTENT CREATION

Korea’s largest new multi-purpose studio is the perfect fit
for content creation, such as movies, TV dramas, commercials, 
performances and other events.



STUDIO PARADISE



STUDIO PARADISE



STUDIO A



STUDIO PARADISE



STUDIO PARADISE



STUDIO PARADISE



Studio A Studio B

Studio Paradise aims to become the nest for
diverse cultural content creation that will lead 
the Hallyu movement (Korean cultural wave). 
Its large size studio can accommodate 2,300 
people and medium size studio 1,100 people,
accordingly. Available for rental, Studio 
Paradise comes equipped with special 
production gear, making it ideal for content 
creation and event hostings.



MULTI-CULTURAL OUTDOOR SPACE FOR DIVERSITY

The multi-cultural space functions as an open space for 
relaxation as well as an arena for diverse events, festivals 
and other entertainment contents



CULTURE PARK



CULTURE PARK



CULTURE PARK



Culture
Park

Station
Plaza

Culture Park is a complex
where a wide range of
cultures coexist. It consists
of a spacious grass plaza
that is open to the public
and a culture garden where
large-scale food and music
festivals and events are
held. Culture Park is not
just an open space for the
public to relax, but also
where Hallyu will continue
to evolve.



PARADISE ART SPACE

CONNECTING SPACE

Art may be a portion in life, but it is the real life paradise

that permeates inspiration in all parts of our lives.

Visitors are moved not just by the works exhibited in the

gallery, but also by the paths that connect spaces

and at the gardens because the entire Paradise City is

one magnificent work of art.



MESMERIZING EXHIBITION SPACE FOR THE CREATIVE MINDS

Paradise City’s unique art exhibition space offers new class 
of cultural experiences and contents, ranging from 
artworks created by famous domestic artists to works by 
internationally -acclaimed star artists.



PARADISE ART SPACE



PARADISE ART SPACE



GAZING BALL-FARNESE HERCULES, JEFF KOONS



NIKE, SEUNG-MO PARKVENUS, SEUNG-MO PARK



SPECIAL EXHIBITION



As Asia’s new trendsetting
center of contemporary
culture, Paradise Art
Space will continue to hold
exhibitions with qualities at
par with world renowned
museums.

Audience will be mesmerized
by premium exhibitions and
novel sensory experiences.



Paradise Art Space shows diverse facets of the art world through the display
of important permanent collections in the Permanent Exhibition Hall
and specially curated works displayed in the Special Exhibition Spaces.

MORE INFORMATION

Permanent 
Exhibition
Hall

Special
Exhibition 
Spaces



INTERSPATIAL GEMS OF PARADISE CITY

Beyond main facilities, Paradise City also uses the spaces
in between as a stage for inspiration Experience the artistic
sensibilities of Paradise City strolling through Art Garden,
Sky Park, and Paradise Walk.



C-CURVE, ANISH KAPOOR



ART GARDEN



THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO SEE POSSIBILITIES BEFORE THEY BECOME OBVIOUS, YONG-BAEK LEE



SKY PARK



PARADISE WALK, WONDER MEDIUM





Art Garden Sky Park Paradise 
Walk

Chroma
Square

Art Garden, Sky Park, and Paradise Walk are
additional attractions at Paradise City that connect
major facilities to fill even those extra moments
with indelible feelings of distinctive artistic
reverberations.
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